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Editor’s Note
Hi everyone.
This is the last edition of the 2017/2018 season and I trust that 2018 has been a good year for everyone

so far.
The South African Masters Swimming go under the starters command on the 14 th March. There has been a
lot of hard work, dedication and sacrifices made by all those who have entered. May we see a whole lot of
records posted, World,
National and Regional. A very important criterion is also achieving ones PB’S irrespective of age. There are no
limits in Masters.
There will be a reuniting of old friends and acquaintances, functions to enjoy and making new friends. Me? I
cannot wait. There will be plenty of hugs all around. I should know, I’ve practised enough. Pretoria, Tshwane,
NTS and SAMS welcomes one and all.
Midmar 2018 has come and gone and there were as usual some outstanding results for our fantastic master’s
swimmers. I must single out the milestone that was set by Gail McCarney and Beverly Shuttleworth. Gail has
the distinction of completing 39 consecutive Midmar Swims. Out of thousands of swimmers each year this is
one incredible achievement Gail. Beverly has completed 36 Midmar swims. The two of them have certainly
boosted master’s swimming. From all of us, ‘well done ladies’.
Masters swimmers appeared in just about all the age categories. Please check out the results.
From myself, I trust that you have all had a great season so let’s finish it with a BANG.
Hugs from Owen

President’s message

Hello everyone,

How the months have flashed by!
Nationals is almost upon us and I would like to thank Tshwane masters and NTS for all their hard work in bringing
Nationals 2018 together. The committee has worked tirelessly to make sure we have a successful event. Thank You
Tshwane!
As mentioned in our last newsletter - SAMS needed to find another Province willing to take on 2019. Thank you to
PJ Duffy and his committee for stepping up. Nationals 2019 will be hosted by Nelson Mandela Bay Aquatics and
their masters swimmers. Dates 20th to 24th March 2019.
Wishing you all fun, perhaps a touch of fame and of course fabulous personal best times when we all get together
next month.
Keep on swimming.
Looking forward to seeing you all soon.
Best regards,
KAREN KENNEDY
SAMS PRESIDENT

ORGAN DONERS STAND AT NATIONALS
We swimmers have always had our hearts in the right place. We have been liberally supporting local charities
and the broader community in many ways. Now during Nationals 2018 you will have the opportunity to save
a life, by simply signing up as an organ donor, at their stand. No costs involved.
Each donor can potentially save SEVEN lives! In addition to saving lives, your skin can be used to help burn
victims and your cornea for corneal transplants to restores someone’s eyesight. At Nationals the Organ
Donation Foundation will be present to dispel myths.
When your time comes, you can rest at ease that your loved ones won’t have to decide for you.

Read more about this and register on-line at www.odf.org.za

Open water swimming is still proving to be very popular with families, serious swimmers and many triathletes
are participating in events. Event organisers and regions are adding more swims to the calendar and the events
are often diverse and challenging. The range of events makes open water swimming accessible to swimmers
of different ability and age - the fun swim is very popular and a wonderful introduction to open water swimming
and the distances on offer at events during the season ranges from 400m to 10km. There is an event and
distance for every swimmer.
Below is the list of qualifying times for the Open Water 3km event. This will be held at Rhynfield Dam in Benoni
on Sunday the 18th March. There are directional maps in this news letter as well as in you Personlised
programme. Please take careful note of registration times and start times for the events, to give you time to
warm up etc and focus on your race

Qualifying times for Masters SA Colours 2017/2018 season:
Women

Men

Hrs

Mins

Secs

1
1
1

42
42
43
44
43
44
45
48
51
56
02
09
23

49
49
22
13
49
51
56
11
01
44
31
46
39

Age
group
19 -24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85-89

Hrs

Mins

Secs

1
1

39
39
39
39
40
39
42
43
45
50
53
58
06
49

56
56
50
33
08
42
01
49
12
00
15
52
52
55
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Sport psychology – the feel-good factor
By Helen Davis • 27th April 2017
Sport psychology is the study of how psychology influences sports, athletic performance, exercise and physical
activity. This month we focus on the ‘feel good’ factor: the relationship between exercise and self-esteem.

We all know that regular exercise is good for us. It strengthens our bones and muscles, keeps our heart and
lungs in good condition, helps us to relax, can keep our weight in check and can make us less likely to get ill.
However, exercise can do more than just give us physical benefits, it can also boost us psychologically.
Individuals who engage in exercise often report ‘feeling good’ afterwards, people can feel energised or just
generally feel happier. The belief that exercise positively influences mood is widespread and long standing,
with individuals often claiming that by ‘feeling good’, they often mean they feel better about themselves after
physical activity. Feeling better about yourself or self-esteem is often seen as the single most important
measure of psychological wellbeing.

What is self-esteem?
Firstly, it is important to understand what self-esteem really is. Self-esteem can be referred to as the value
we place on aspects of ‘the self ’. It is closely related to self-concept, which is our identity or a ‘description’ of
ourselves. This ‘description’ could be all the information we have gathered about ourselves in our lives based
on our abilities, qualities, traits and roles in life. It is a part of our self that we are aware of and can describe.
This self-concept becomes increasingly complex as we mature from infancy to adulthood. Our self-esteem is
a self-rating of how well ‘the self’ is doing.
As a mental construct self-esteem is abstract, not directly observable or measurable and exists only in the
mind of each of us; we are the only people who know how we truly feel about ourselves!

Why is it important?
Self-esteem is paramount to our mental and physical well-being. If people feel good about themselves, they
are likely to be in better physical and mental health. Our level of self-esteem determines how we operate in
life – how we interact with others, such as our spouses, children, friends and strangers. Self-esteem can
determine our goals and what we strive for, our achievements and our satisfaction and happiness in life. It
therefore makes sense that anything you can do to boost your self-esteem is going to benefit you.

What is the relationship between exercise and self-esteem?
There are two main approaches in sports psychology to looking at the relationship between exercise and
self-esteem. Can you decide which approach you fit into?
One approach says that self-esteem can be a motivator for physical activity. Individuals who have higher selfesteem and physical self-worth are more likely to take part in physical activity contexts as this is an area
where they are competent and their self-worth can be maintained. We all enjoy feeling good about ourselves
and are therefore drawn to opportunities and experiences that enable us to have high self-ratings. Therefore
if you have higher self-esteem, it can motivate you to engage in physical activity.
Your self-esteem can influence your happiness or success
The other approach states that self-esteem can be changed through experience that is either positive or
negative, through development in skills, mastery, and success and so on. You may recognise this approach
from PE lessons at school. In this approach self-esteem is seen as an outcome of physical activity (as
opposed to self-esteem facilitating engagement in physical activity).
In reality, these two approaches are not mutually exclusive as initial engagement in physical activity could be
externally motivated, may lead to enhanced self-perceptions, which, in turn, may motivate subsequent activity

What does the evidence say?
Reviews of literature in this area do conclude that physical activity can enhance physical self-worth and selfesteem, however the strength of the effect is less clear. The belief that exercise just improves self-esteem is
considered too simplistic, it may be that although exercise can enhance self-esteem, it may be that this is
due to changes in physical self-perceptions.

What about you?
One of the most important aspects of sport psychology is becoming self-aware and learning about yourself.
Contemplating your own self-esteem in relation to your swimming, or any exercise that you participate in, is
one that you may or may not have considered before. Try answering some of the following questions to
get you thinking.
Consider the last time you engaged in physical activity:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How did you feel immediately after the exercise?
How did you feel several minutes later?
How do you feel days later?
Do you notice a difference in your mood related to exercise/physical activity?
How do you feel if you don’t exercise?
Do you feel differently after a high intensity bout of exercise or a gentler bout of exercise?

Knowing how you feel about exercise, and having an awareness of the benefits it can give you, is the first
step to working on building your self-esteem.

How can I build my self-esteem and protect it?
Your self-esteem can influence your happiness or success. It can, however, be swayed by everything from
the people in your lives to your own inner voice. Here are some tips to help you build up your own self-esteem
through exercise.







Try identifying and challenging any negative self-beliefs about yourself. It can be helpful to practise
talking to yourself in the same way you would talk to others.
Connect with people who care – this can be family members, but also people you swim with, friends
or members of your club. Listen to what they say about you, take it on board, it can help you to feel
good about yourself.
If you like swimming and enjoy it, then do more of it! Try and focus on the process of what you are
doing, rather than the outcome.
Focus on the positives – celebrate your successes! No matter how small they may seem to you, take
time to praise yourself.
Keep practising and working on all of the above, try and see boosting your self-esteem as a habit you
can work on daily.

Helen Davis is a sport psychology consultant who works with individuals, teams and coaches on all aspects
of sporting performance. Helen has a BA (Hons) in Psychology, an MSc in Sport and Exercise Psychology
and is currently working towards chartered status with the British Psychological Society. She is also an active
masters and open water swimmer.
Find out more: thinkbelieveperform.co.uk. Follow Helen on Twitter @helenDav22453

Terry’s Page
By Terry Downes
On Tapering
What is the objective of tapering? Tapering is meant to prepare the
body for an important competition. Have you ever considered that
mental preparation for the big meet is also part of your tapering
programme and is inextricably linked to the body? So, whatever you
do in the physical world not only affects the way you think about it
but also the way you allow your thoughts to run your life has a
profound effect on your body.
Margaret Thatcher quotes her father:
Watch your thoughts for they become words
Watch your words for they become actions
Watch your actions for they become habits
Watch your habits for they become your character
Watch your character for it becomes your destiny
Let’s start with the physical. If you have been training hard your body will benefit from a structured taper where
distance is reduced, and intensity is controlled. If you haven’t been training hard tapering will be less effective. The
body recovers in many ways.
When to start tapering is a question that can only be answered by trial and error because there is little scientific
evidence that one way is better than another. You need to find what works for you. Some studies show that a 2% to
4% improvement in times can be achieved by tapering although muscular power has been shown to increase by as
much as 20%.
The taper for a distance swimmer will differ from that for a sprinter. I suspect that the distance swimmer needs a
shorter taper than a sprinter.
Major taper for most important meet, 2 – 4 weeks, one per season, personal preference, minor taper, mid season, 1
week or less.
It is common for swimmers to feel heavy or sluggish during the first week of taper
Although you want to do some maximum sprints during the taper overdoing it (too many, not enough rest) can have
negative consequences. Plenty of recovery time and some aerobic work are recommended.
Volume, frequency should decrease. Intensity can increase, tapering is not just swimming easy for a couple of weeks.
To decrease volume, you can skip every other day in training, but it is probably better to train as frequently as normal
but with a reduced distance per day. The minimum should be three times a week
For distance swimmers the reduction in distance should be less than for sprinters. Sprinters can reduce the distance
by as much as 50% in the last week
Taper gradually or sudden drop? If the taper is only 1 week then a dramatic drop in volume is probably best, up to 80%
drop in distance/volume. If the taper is 4 weeks then a gradual decrease is better.
Taper is a good time to work on starts and turns, streamlining and technique. It is easy to practice good technique
while swimming at medium pace. Now is the opportunity to work on it at speeds near maximum.

Pace training. Try to achieve race pace for distances shorter than your events, doing broken 50s, 100s or 200s etc. It is
important to get that feel of the desired pace so that in the race you don’t go out too fast – or too slow.
Confidence and motivation. The taper period is the ideal time to consciously build confidence. You know what times
you have been holding all season and hopefully these times have improved as you got to maximum fitness some weeks
before Nationals. During tapering you challenge yourself by imagining yourself swimming the race you want. Take long
rests - you are not building fitness. It is the feel of race pace that you seek.
Here is a two-week taper set (for sprinters) given to me by Erna Hattingh many years ago, when I was at my most
competitive. It seemed to work for me. Don’t worry if you skip a day here or there.
Day 14 (1800m)
400 Warm up.
4 x 50 sprint rest 30s. Long rest. 4 x 50 sprint rest 30s. 4 x 50 kick sprint rest 30s.
Repeat with another stroke.
200 slow
Day 13 (2000m)
400 warm up. 200 hard. 200 slow. 2 x 100 hard. 200 slow 4 x 50 hard. 200 slow. 8 x 25 hard.
200 slow
Day 12 (2000m)
400 warm up. 16 x 50 at 100 race pace. (Long rests) 200 medium pace. 4 x 50 build. 400 slow
Day 11 (1700m)
400 warm up. 400 FS medium pace. 200 FS kick. 200 stroke. 200 stroke kick. 300 slow.
Day 10 (1900m)
400 warm up. 8 x 50 1 fast a slow. 100 slow. 8 x 50 build. 100 slow. 8 x 50 25 fast 25 slow. 200 slow.
Day 9 (1700m)
400 warm up. 400 FS arms. 200 FS kick. 2 x 100 stroke. 4 x 50 stroke kick. 300 slow
Day 8 (1600m)
400 warm up. [4 x 50 sprint. 100 slow] Repeat 4x
Day 7 (1600m)
400 warm up. 4 x 100 stroke. Long rests with slow 50 between. 4 x 50 other stroke. Long rests. 400 slow
Day 6 (1400m)
400 warm up. 8 x 50 build. 200 slow. 8 x 25 max with turn. 200 slow.
Day 5 (1500m)
400 warm up. 8 x 50 medium pace with 15 s rest. 2 x 100 stroke at 200 race pace. Long rests. 4 x 50 other stroke at
100 race pace. Long rests. 8 x 25 long rests. 200 slow
Day 4 (1300m)
400 warm up. [25 sprint + 75 slow] 8x 200 slow
Day 3 (1200m)
400 warm up. 8 x 25 sprint with turns, swim through slow. 4 x 50 build. 400 swim
Day 2 (1200m)
400 warm up. [50 sprint, rest, 50 slow] 4 x. 400 swim
Day 1 (1200m) Swim 1200

TANTALISING TIPS

Yours in Swimming
Gary Hall Jnr

Exercising Restraint
Knowing how to pace a race appropriately is one of the most difficult aspects of competitive swimming. It goes against
our very nature, particularly when we are excited and fresh at the start of each race, to hold back. Yet holding back,
keeping our emotions under control, is precisely what we need to do in order to prevail.
To some degree, every officially sanctioned race in the sport of swimming requires pacing. Even the 50-meter swims,
which are not true sprints, require self-control and discipline in order to be done well. Most of those 50’s are won or lost
in the last 10 meters.
So how does a swimmer learn to pace correctly? Practice. One needs to train in a similar way that one wants to compete.
Swimmers that tend to get slower through a set will tend to do the same in a race. Swimmers that learn to hold their
pace on sets, or even descend them, tend to pace much more effectively.
The Right Tempo
There are many training modalities and tools that can help teach pacing. One of the most effective is called the Tempo
Trainer, by Finis. I consider it to be the most valuable tool in your swim bag. Like a metronome for music, one sets the
beep of the trainer to the desired frequency and places the device under the cap behind the ear or on the goggle strap
where it can be heard easily. The Tempo Trainer has three modes, one for stroke rate, another for cycle time and a
third for pacing interval. All three modes help with pacing, either by enabling the swimmer to keep the stroke rate
constant or letting him/her know if he/she is ahead or behind the desired pace.
One of my favourite training sets for pacing is negative-split sets that is swimming the second half faster than the first
half. In order to do this effectively, swimmers have to learn to control their efforts going out and learn how to step up the
effort at the midway point. Another effective training set is descending intervals. For example, swimming 20 x 100
starting out at a 1:30 interval and decreasing the send-off interval by one second each time. By the 20th 100, the interval
will be down to 1:10. By trying to hold the same time on descending intervals, the effort must increase with each 100,
similar to pacing a race effectively.
Good pacing not only requires training effectively, but also demands excellent fitness. One cannot pace a 1500
effectively if one is not in shape to sustain the pace, whatever it might be. One needs to train properly for the distance
one is racing.
Fuelling Up
Finally, one cannot overlook the importance of breathing in proper pacing. Oxygen is not over-rated. We produce about
15 times more ATP, the gasoline for our muscles, with oxygen as opposed to without it. Plus we produce less lactate, a
molecule that causes our muscles to function less effectively.
In the butterfly, for example, in any event over a fifty, most of the elite male swimmers of the world are turning to
breathing every stroke in order to finish faster. In the men’s 1500, Sun Yang breathes 3 successive breaths in a row
into and out of every turn, plus often at least once or twice in the middle of the pool. One cannot sustain the pace well
nor finish fast without providing enough oxygen to the body.

Yours in Swimming,
Gary Sr.

TSHWANE MASTERS
I had a wonderful time in Plett, doing Granny duties while poor Derek stayed at home to receive all the last entries
and registering a lot of new members.
We have received 130 entries for Coelacanth. An awesome amount.
We have had lots of queries, checking the forms and payments from
all over SA, but finally getting organised.
We also have some Polish, UK, and Namibian swimmers joining our
Nationals.
For Coelacanth members:
Friday: Happy hour and a time to meet, socialise and enjoy a good
meal.
Saturday evening: Awards Dinner Dance at the Voortrekker
Monument. Your entry ticket will be stapled into your programme and
the theme is “Come Fly with Us”. Dress up appropriately and surprise
us.
Lots of swimming has taken place in the last few weeks. We
participated in the Phoenix Gala at the Wits Campus. Experienced
warm water, and everyone had a good time.
A lot of our swimmers took part in the “Cradle Moon” open water
event with exceptional results. Well done to you all.
The entries for the Tshwane Championships will be out shortly and
this will an opportunity to test yourself. The long distances and above
will held on Thursday the 15th February at the Hillcrest pool starting at
18h00. The Shorter distances are on Saturday the 17th February with
registrations at 12h00 and start scheduled for 1h00. See you all there.
We do need members to assist so please forward your name and
session that you will be able to help.
At the time of writing there was huge excitement at the prospect of
going to Midmar, with Gary Albertyn doing the 16 Mile event and
many of our members doing the 8 Mile. Both for charity.
We wish you all he best for the coming season and see you all soon.

Gauteng Masters

GAUTENG MASTERS NEWSLETTER
6 HOUR ENDURANCE SWIM
The new year of 2018 was kicked off on the 13th January by the
usual crazy bunch of Masters swimmers coming together in
teams and enjoying a great day out full of swimming with many
laughs, and some serious times at the Delville
swimming pool- in the East Rand.
This is always a fun day out and fun had by all
swimmers.
CRADLE MOON
On the 20th January 2018, there was the famous Cradle Moon
swim which consisted of a 3km and a 1km swim. This is always a
wonderful day at the water’s edge, as it is really the first open
water swim of the New Year and it is jam-packed as most
swimmers also want to qualify for Midmar 2018. We had
amazing weather, and this is always a fantastic place to spend
the day with family and friends, enjoying the competitiveness of
the swimmers and just enjoying time spent outdoors by all.
CRADLE MOON FESTIVAL OF SWIMMING
This weekend of swimming was held over 2 consecutive days the Saturday 26th January 2018 and the Sunday 27th
January 2018. The Saturday were the longer distances of the 5km and 10km events. The Sunday they had the 3km
and the 1.5km. A great turn-out of swimmers in these two events, some people challenging themselves in the 3km,
which is always fantastic to see. Great results were seen at these swims.
BUFFLESPOORT DAM SWIM
This swim took place on the 4th February 2018, the most amazing sunny weather, I have heard many swimmers say
that this is by far one of their favourite dams to swim in. The water quality is always fantastic, and the temperature
of the water is also respectable. The Albertyn family doing very well in all the events on this day. Masters swimmers
also achieving amazing results at this dam, year after year.
MIDMAR 2018
Midmar swim is taking place over the weekend of the 10 and 11
February 2018, this is one of the largest open water events in the
world, so this event sees thousands of swimmers flocking for the
weekend swimming fun! Many swimmers will be swimming the 8
miles, this raises money for different charities, this is always a
fantastic cause and always a lot of fun had by the swimmers. Some
swimming for Choc, some for Pink Drive, and some for Ezemvelo
KZN Wildlife.
Good luck to all swimmers swimming at the Midmar Mile this year, be safe and have fantastic swims.

MASTERS NATIONALS
Gauteng Masters look forward to seeing all the other provinces attend the Masters Nationals to be held in March
2018. Happy training to all swimmers and see you all very soon!

WORK HARD DREAM BIG
MEGA Report

Results 6-hour Relay Gala – 13 January 2018 – Delville Pool Germiston
A wonderful day – bright sunny South African skies and highly competitive swimming. A lot of new Master
swimmers took part this year. It was also a record entry for MEGA swimming club. Twenty one teams participated.
Coelacanths Master Swimmers once again showed fantastic support for MEGA. They entered ten teams. Wahoo
had four teams, Phoenix two teams, MEGA two teams, Waterborne and Aqua Athletes are the new swimmers on
the block.
This was my last 6-hour Relay Gala and I personally thank all the clubs, especially Coelacanths who have given us
their loyal support over the 25 years plus that Easterns have run the 6-hour relay gala. We started at Benoni
Northern Areas, then Kempton Pool, Hillcrest Pretoria and now Delville, Germiston. Danny Vile and his new
committee will continue to run the 6 hr Relay Gala, as this keeps MEGA running.
A huge thanks to Gillian, Joy, Deidre and all who helped cater, light the braai, do the salads, braai the meat. Gillian
thank you for going flat out and producing top notch food.
Results:
TEAM POSITIONS
AGE
TEAM NAME
DISTANCE COVERED
1. Craig Stanton’s Team
197
Young & the Guys
26.9 km
Coelacanth’s team Winners of the 120+ trophy
2. Owen Sheftz Team
134
Wahoo (men’s only 3 swimmers)
24.250km
(Only 3 swimmers)
3. Coelacanths
184
Dam Duikers
23.5km
4. Waterborne A
197
Karen Kennedy’s Team
3.50km
Winners of the All Ladies Trophy
5. Coelacanths
230
Stoneridge Steamers
21.7km
6. Phoenix A
238
Marisa Rollnick
21.1km
7. Coelacanths
193
Floating Daises (Dave&Henk)
21.0km
8. MEGA Team A
189
Mike Semple
20.2km
9. Francois Grobler Team
222
Team Waterborne
19.9km
10. Coelacanths
152y
Three Jacks and a Gill
19.5km
11. Wahoo
124
Dawn Smith (Pink Chicks) 19.2km
12. Wahoo
206
Go Purple
18.5km
13. Coelacanths
137
Royal Stingrays
18.5km
14. Coelacanths
196
David & Henck: Zealots
18.3km
15. Aqua Athletes
202
Elaine Alder
17.2km
16. Phoenix B
254y
Anne Jones
17.1km
17. Derek Fyfe’s Team
279
Diddly Squat Coelacanths
Winners of Handicap Trophy

18. MEGA Team B
178
Danny Vile
19. Coelacanths
264
Moos’s Team (Koos &Charlie)
20. Coelacanths
199
Odd Bods – Anne Hanson
21. Wahoo
184
Go H2O
We had 21 teams. Thank you for your support.
Have a positive attitude and be happy
“Keep on Swimming”
Carol Van Der Walt
Masters Eastern Gauteng Aquatics Club

16.4km
16.0km
14.6km
12.7km

News from Freestate:

Good luck to Freestate swimmers swimming the Midmar this coming weekend. We are specially thinking about Carolyn Van
Niekerk swimming for Charity during the Midmar.
Carolyn is a teacher at Klerksdorp Primary in Klerksdorp, and a mom of 2 children.
She loves hockey and plays golf.
The rest of the Freestate team are training hard for Sa Nationals. Freestate will be represented by 19 swimmers in Pretoria.7 men
and 12 women.
See you soon....

Kind Regards
Free State Masters Swimming Club
Chris & Lienkie Olivier

KZN Masters Swimming News
The last gala of 2017 was our successful Christmas gala held on the 10 th December. We had a good turnout, many records
broken, and good times swum and our Christmas Braai with delicious “Bring and Share salads” afterwards was enjoyed by
all. Our swimmers were again very generous in supporting our needy Christmas Charity –Victory Park Old age home- boxes
of non-perishable foods and toiletries were delivered to them to them directly after the gala. They were extremely
grateful.

Enjoying the Christmas Braai

The first gala of 2018 was a bumper gala with many visitors joining us to swim a race or two- hopefully they will join as full
members next season. New PBs were set by many and many records were broken – looks like our swimmers have all been
training very hard!
Our next galas are our KZN Masters Long Course Champs on the 17 th /18 th February at the CURRO school 50m pool in
Hillcrest , then a short course Pre-Nationals gala on the 4 th March at Gordon Rd School and then it is time to head off up
to Tshwane for the 34th SAMS Nationals. We wish everyone a safe journey to Tshwane and we are looking forward to
seeing you all there.
KZN MASTERS SWIMMERS ATTENDED NEW YEAR SWIM CHALLENGE at Orient Park, Midmar Dam
The New Year Swim Challenge organised by Wayne Riddin on the 13 and 14 th January doubled up as the KZN Open Water
Championships. The 10km, 5km and 3km events took place on the Saturday whilst the 1200m and 600m fun swim took
place on the Sunday.
Well done to our KZN Masters swimmers who took part. Grant Webber completed the 10km, Sam Kruger and Done Irving
completed the 5km. Sally Ralfe, Beverley Shuttleworth, Jimmy Hughes, Les Hadenham, Tracy McKay, Dawn Rode, Diane
Hughes and Ann Gray finished the 3km. It was Bev and Di’s first 3km swim event and Ann’s first 3km swim event in 15
years. Grant Webber, Gerhard van Rooijen, Anthony Crutchley, Mike Arbuthnot, Bev Shuttleworth, Pauline Bauman- Edgar
and Ann Gray swam in the 1200m event on Sunday 14 th January.
Bev Shuttleworth, Les Hadenham , Ann Gray, Mike Arbuthnot, Gerhard van Rooijen &amp; Grant Webber
Dawn Rode Lloyd, Di Hughes, Jimmy Hughes.

8

MILE CLUB at MIDMAR MILE 10 th and 11 th February
Three Swimmers from Highway Masters Swimming Club will be swimming for some of the 8 mile Charities. They are Sally
Ralfe
raising funds for CANSA, Pauline Bowman- Edgar raising Funds for Pink Drive and David Clark raising Fund

WESTERN PROVINCE

Western Province Masters Swimming Association would like to extend MASSIVE gratitude to the PE Masters region for
jumping in and hosting a year earlier than their original plans in 2019. It was with a heavy heart that we had to come to the
decision to cancel the event before it gained proper traction, but the facts simply did not support any vision for hosting a
National competition in 2019 with the drought situation we are facing. The only reason that you will have fit Western Province
clubs in 2018 (hopefully), is due to the effort of the big gyms (brands withheld) and some schools who are passionate and
committed to keeping the swimming culture alive and well and going out of their way to source “legal” water wherever they
can. We applaud you… even though most of you will never even see this…
Thank you, PE Masters, you are not only champions IN the pool, but champions to the whole of the masters swimming
community.

FEMS Facebook page: Fish Eagles Masters Swimming - join us!
Email address: Fisheaglesmasters@gmail.com
Website 1: www.fisheaglesmastersswimming.wordpress.com
Website 2: www.fisheaglesmasterswimming.yolasite.c
Compliments of the season to all you champion swimmers! Hope it has been a good relaxing season and you are ready to work off
those extra kilograms - Nationals is just two months away!
A warm and exciting welcome to our new swimmers, Marylin and Tracey who have recently joined us, as well as our cross WC/EC
Border swimmer, Neil from PE!
Eden Aquatics Long course Galas start again over the months of January and February for all those interested registered swimmers.
This is a great opportunity to get used to the long Olympic size pool, starter format and get the competition edge with less nerves for
our upcoming Nationals. Obviously most of us would be competing in the over 17 age group.
Dates as follows:





4th LC Gala Oudtshoorn, 20 Jan 2018, 08:00 am warm up (entry closing date 12 Jan 2018)
5th LC Gala Oudtshoorn, 27 Jan 2018, 08:00 am warm up (entry closing date 19 Jan 2018)
6th LC Gala Oudtshoorn, 4 Feb 2018, 08:00 am warm up (entry closing date 26 Jan 2018)
Dragons Night Fury Gala Oudtshoorn, 10 Feb 2018. Details to follow.

For those interested in Open Water swims:




Round 4 of the Marina Martinique Series hosted by zsports (more info at www.zsports.co.za) is on the 21st January 2018.
OWS NMBA Champs are 3-4th Feb 2018 at the Marina Martinique, Jeffreys Bay.
OWS SA Champs are 3-4 March 2018 at the Marina Martinique, Jeffreys Bay for those who qualify. (Check the zsport website
for qualifying times and for entries and swims of 1km, 3km, 5km and 10kms.)

The Red House River Mile at the Sundays River PE is on the 18th Feb 2018.

For interested parties in Open Water Surf swims, The Aquella Surf race series kicks off in PE:

Round 6 Sunday, 14th Jan 2018

Round 7 Sunday, 28th Jan 2018

Round 8 Sunday, 11 Feb 2018

Round 9 Sunday,11th March 2018

Round 10 Sunday,25th March 2018

Round 11 Sunday 8th April 2018

Judy and Tanya attended the Annual Eden Aquatics AGM in September 2017, and we have now received the updated Eden
constitution. If anyone should want to read and comment, please request a copy from the president and comment in the next week
for feedback to Eden Aquatics ASAP.
Tanya still has Open Water medals 2017 for distribution! Claim them now or they will be used on our first ever “Groenvlei Swim
Treasure Hunt” event.
So, anyone idea’s for February’s social? Birthday Braai at the Osborne’s or at the Farm (40kms north of George, on road to
Oudtshoorn) with river dip?
For more swimming info checkout:

SAMS South African Masters Swimming website online samastersswimming.com and on Facebook.
January 2018
Need to get some serious training done. Now or never for the lazy ones.
Open water swims and pool training.
Planning session for sponsorship/kit/transport/accommodation and relays. Please let Tanya know if you are available!
February 2018
Conville Pool/Oudtshoorn Gala in anticipation for Olympic size pool.
Open water swims
February Birthday Bash Social for babies born in Feb (and Alan early March)
March 2018
SAMS National Champs: Wednesday 14 – Saturday 17 March 2018 in Pretoria with Open
water swim on Sunday, 18 March in Benoni. (Lanie is heading the SA Champs committee in
conjunction with our president, Judy.)
Start Tapering in March prior to Nationals. Practice starts and turns.
Kit Party and final arrangements on Sunday, 11 March 2018 (Venue TBC)
Tuesday, 13 March, depart George for Pretoria Masters Nationals 2018!
Get cracking!!
Fish Eagles Masters Swimming
Contact numbers:
Judy: 072 390 6667 Jill: 083 420 5029 Tanya: 0765064570 Eugene: 0824478213

Three CTM belles in search of water in the Jeffreys Bay, Eastern
Cape.
Good to see fellow Masters from Nelson Mandela Bay Aquatics in
training for Nationals.
Very well done to Kathryn Nurse and Jean Degenaar for clocking up
their second swim to qualify for their SAMS open water colours.

Lanie: 0829536941

NTS
A FFILIATED TO SWIMMING SOUTH AFRICA)

By now all entries are in and the final touches underway. In this
final run up to the 34th South African Masters Swimming
Championships we have included maps for all participants
arriving by road, rail or air.
All the other maps to assist you in navigating successfully to the
functions and the Open Water venue, are included in the
programme, which all the registered swimmers will receive
upon arrival.

Map 1 Oliver Tambo International Airport to
Hillcrest pool Hatfield Pretoria via the R21.
Map 2 Lanseria International Airport to Hillcrest
pool Hatfield Pretoria via the N14.
Map 3 Wonderboom International Airport to
Hillcrest pool Hatfield Pretoria via the N1.
Map 4 The Gautrain High Speed Train to the
terminus in Hatfield from ORT International
Airport, Johannesburg and Sandton City.
Map 5 The Hatfield Station is a mere 15 minute

walk to the pool.

Map 2

Map

Map 3

1

Map 4

Map 5

GENERAL INFORMATION
1 The pool will open every morning at 7.00am for warm up purposes.
2 Parking available: Prime parking is available in front of the
entrance. It will be on first come first serve basis. We are setting up
an on-line link and further instructions and updates will follow.
David Arbuthnot is the current contact until further notice.
davidericarbuthnot@yahoo.com.

3 Goodie bag collection: Goodie bags must be collected by team
captains of each club in the Aubrey Nunn room, above the entrance
of the pool.
4 Personlised Programme: To be collected by team captains in the
Aubrey Nunn Room above the entrance to the pool.

5 Vendors:

Food
2 Goodfood
Pancakes
The Pool Shop
Butter Me Up
Coffee stand

Products
The Pro Swim Shop
Swim Dry Towels
Future Life
Ultima
Organ Donor Stand
Vertan Bags

6 Meetings:
6.1 The Technical meeting.
Will cover any updates in rules and procedures and will be held at
the pool at 8.45 Wednesday 14th March. Clubs are requested to each
have two representatives attend.
6.2 The AGM.
This will take place in the Marshalling area at the 50m start end on
Friday 16th, at the end of the morning session. We ask as many as
possible attend also to hear the latest news form SAMS and a chance
for you raise any good points or concerns that will assist and benefit
Masters going forward.
7 Team Photographs: These will take place, in alphabetical order, at
the pool on Thursday 15th starting at 12pm. Please could all clubs be
prepared and wear their club colours. Most important is that all
clubs and swimmers are present to speed up the process.

TSHWANE WELCOMES ALL TO THE 34TH SOUTH
AFRICAN MASTERS SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS

The Last Word
Some wonderful Memes to end the season. Most of us can relate.

And my favourite

So till THE END OF THR SEASON whenever, wherever, hugs AND………

